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Training & Placement Office
Training & Placement Office of SPCE, in association with Ureify [https://app.ureify.com/resumebuilder] organizes
a Workshop on “Resume Writing Secrets” for Final Year B. Tech. and M. Tech. (2022 batch) students on Saturday,
7th August, 2021 from 3.00 pm to 5.00 pm.

As the Final Year students will be entering in the job market, it is important that they are ready with all the
essential skills to ace their jobs especially in this pandemic time. The studies have found that a company’s HR only
invest a total of 7 seconds on a resume. It has been learnt that 95% companies use ATS software which
automatically accepts/ rejects the resume if it doesn’t have the keywords matching to job description. Hence,
having a robust resume that stands out to the expectations is very important. Building a job-winning resume is
an overwhelming and time-consuming task. But it is very important as a good resume can be the difference
between an interview call or rejection. This workshop will be conducted by Capt. Richik Sinha Roy.

Capt Richik Sinha Roy, a territorial army officer, has cofounded an organization
called Ureify with the intention of helping the students to build a strong
resume. The workshop will offer students a free access to the AI-enabled SaaS
resume builder software that may help your students get selected for interviews
and get placed easily. Ureify has already trained over 4500 students in over 30+
colleges during this COVID pandemic alone. More than 2000 have got job offers,
despite 13 crore people losing jobs in India.
This workshop is intended to:
Help students to represent themselves easily in a resume based on best HR selected Resume Formats
with design and formatting that gets them hired.
Make resumes to match the job description that can beat the ATS software used by 95% of companies to
automatically reject resumes.
To provide access to Ureify AI Guide - an intelligent engine that will generate resume strength

All the Final Year B. Tech. and M. Tech. (2022 batch) students need to register for this workshop at: https://inartofliving-org.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJAqd-qvqzwrE913fTbUNNvbCU8hPgAQTpnN. Registrations close by
7th August, 2021, 11.00 am. Zoom Link to attend will be sent to the email ID of the registered students.
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